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Communications Efforts
•
•

Nine press releases were sent to advise the press and stakeholders of important
developments and recovery efforts
Website traffic on Irma-focused pages remained steady throughout the month of September
• There were 25,027 views of the Hurricane Irma page and FAQ page
• From 9/5-9/30, there was an average of 12,600 sessions per day

Communications Efforts
•

Customer and agent emails were leveraged to ensure
customers and agents were both prepared and informed
about storm-related and recovery activities
• A total of 18 emails were sent throughout September
with over 637,941 recipients

•

Social media posts also were used to help promote a message
of preparedness and notify of CRC locations
• Ads were rotated on both Twitter and Facebook to
ensure maximum reach and relevance
• The combined campaigns amassed 655,130
impressions for Citizens’ accounts

Communications Efforts

•

Radio advertising encouraged pre-storm preparations and
notified listeners of the CRC locations in four key markets:
Tampa Bay, Miami, Ft. Myers/Naples and the Keys
• A total of 1,810 radio spots ran from 9/8-9/30

•

Print advertising broadcast CRC locations including
satellite locations ran in the Keys to reach residents
returning to their homes.
• The ads provided resource information for those
recovering after Irma to connect with assistance
through several methods including web, phone
and in-person locations.

Communications Efforts
•

•
•

Education materials were created to assist agents
and customers with their understanding of poststorm coverage questions and claim handling
procedures.
FAQs were developed and published on the website
within a week after the storm to provide immediate
answers to Hurricane Irma claims questions.
Statistics and claim-related information has been
shared with industry stakeholders, the Office of
Insurance Regulation and legislative partners as
part of Citizens’ ongoing efforts to help customers
recover.

